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,i18. Kugel, "Qohelet and Money," PP.47-48. 
19. A different view of this passage (and of the phenomenon it represents): R. Cordis, 'f",

I YAAKOV ELMAN"Quotation in Wisdom Literature," in Crenshaw, Studies, pp. 220-44. 

20. Note in the same connection a wisdom text from Qumran that asserts that Cod 
has granted wisdom "to Israel, He gives her as a gracious gift," (4QI8S) Sapentietitial Work 
2:10. 

zr. Particularly suggestive in connection with this topic is B. Otzen, "Old Testament 
Wisdom Literature and Dualistic Thinking," vrs 28 (1974):146--57. "Dualistic thinking" in 
his definition includes the polarization of humanity not only into good and evil or wise 
and foolish, but as well such dualisms as the "sons of light/sons of darkness" and "two 
spirits" found at Qumran. See also such texts as Ben Sirah 15:14-20; Testament of Asher I: 

3-5; Philo of Alexandria, The Worse Attacks the Better, pp. 82--84; as well as R.A Baer, 
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t' The Mishnah's Anthological ChoicesPhilo's Use of the Categories Male and Female (Leiden; 1970). 
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I In the tenth century, nearly 800 years after the Mishnah's "publication," R. She

rira Gaon described how Rabbi Judah the Prince, the Mishnah's editor, "com
piled ... and added to it what was in his time, and reconciled ills difficulties] 
properly."! In reconstructing the Mishnah's formation, R. Sherira repeatedly em
phasized Rabbi's faithfulness to his sources-primarily the earlier compilation of 

t R. Meir-and the faithfulness of the latter to his sources. "And not in his own 
t
l 
t 

words [lit, "from his [own] heart"] did Rabbi compile them," or, "nothing was 
omitted or added but for a few places" - this theme recurs in his description of 
the process, along with a detailed series of proofs for his contention.' The motive;Ii 

l 
!

.! history of the Oral Torah. 
,i 

Whatever may be its historical value today, Sherira's monograph was the first 

,


to seek to understand Rabbi Judah's motives and methods.' This investigation has r 
been renewed each time the authority or authenticity of the Oral Torah has been 

for this emphasis is clear: the anti-Karaite polemic which underlies R. Sherira's 

I 
I
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called into question and, with the emergence of the modern critical study of 
Rabbinic literature, has gained particular force since the middle of the nineteenth 
century down to our own time.' 

R. Sherira employs four verbs to describe the process of compiling the Mish
nah: liqqet, tereiz, osif, and hibber - "collect," "solve [its difficulties]," "add," and 
"formulate," respectively.' R. Sherira emphasizes that, before Rabbi's time, the 
existence of differences of opinion made it impossible "to recite it with one voice 
and in one formulation." The implication would seem to be that Rabbi's intention 
was to produce a code of Rabbinic halakhah as it existed in his time. A few lines 
further on he adds that "the words of the Mishnah were like [those that] Moses 
enunciated from the mouth of the Most High." Rabbi's code was based on earlier 
sources, in particular the views of R. Akiva and his disciples, as formulated by R 
Meir. In responding to the implicit question of why minority opinions were cited 
as well, R. Sherira quotes the view of R. Judah b. Ilai, that this was done "in order I: 
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authoritativeness, although it could be used as an argument for the Mishnah's to invalidate them" should a person wish to decide a dispute in favor of the 1
 authority despite its somewhat disordered state. On the other hand, this argument minority view.? 
.~<

~' is something of a double-edged sword; it could as easily be employed against suchThe Mishnah is thus both authentic and authoritative, a conclusion that the 1 a view. polemic needs of his time - that is, the Karaite challenge - required. Less than a 
century before Sherira, another of the gaonim, R. Saadiah, dated the beginning 

f
t Finally, there is Jacob Neusner's view of the Mishnah as a philosophical work. 

of the redaction of the Mishnah to the early years of the Second Temple period. ~ The critical term here, of course, is the word "philosophical," which Neusner uses 
His motives were the same: in order to assert the antiquity, authenticity, and in his own, somewhat idiosyncratic way. We shall examine his view in greater 
authority of the Oral Torah against Karaite claims to the contrary." R. Sherira, I detail, but in light of the thumbnail historiographical sketch, the apologetic thrust 

of this view should be sufficiently clear. !

I

however, was the first to devote a monograph to the subject and, in doing so, to 
set the agenda for the discussion of such matters for the next millennium." None of the views just set forth can dispense with a consideration of the 

Mishnah's structure and contents. All views of the Mishnah as a codeThe debate surrounding Rabbi's motives and the purpose for which the Mish
nah was composed has continued into our own time. As Eliezer Segal writes 
elsewhere in this volume, "a long-standing dispute has focused on whether the 
Mishnah was intended to serve as a normative codex or corpus iuris, or as a digest 
or encyclopedia of sources for theoretical instruction."10 In fact, many more the
ories of the Mishnah's genre have been proposed in the last century and a half, 
and many of them reflect the religious polemic of the nineteenth century. 11 And 
nearly all of thesetheories relate to David Stem's second area of concern in regard 
to anthologizing: the question of its genre, and the distinctions he draws between 

or as an r 
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authoritative legal work must deal with at least three problems: (1) its lack of f 
cohesiveness and particularly its inner contradictions and unresolved disputes; (2) 
its lack of comprehensiveness, namely, the areas of tannaitic halakhah that it does 
not cover; and (3) its shortcomings in organization, particularly its duplications 
and its noncontextual arrangement of material. Thus, some sections are famously 
heterogenous, like Megillah 1:4-11, Pesahim 4> and all of Eduyot. Usually these 
problematic sections are explained as having resulted from oral transmission and 
are used as evidence for the view that Rabbi did not or hardly altered his sources. 

This view, however, is the opposite to Maimonides', at least according to the "archive," a "collection," and an "anthology proper.?" an 
In regard to the Mishnah's genre, we can begin by saying that no one argues account of Isadore Twersky. According to Twersky, Maimonides glowingly praises j:

that the Mishnah was composed de novo.!' The Mishnah is clearly an anthology the Mishnah's "comprehensive scope, muscular method, apodictic form, brief yet ~: 

, 
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of some sort, a collection of previously existing sources. The question is the pur
pose of this collection. 

Among the many definitions that have been proposed for its genre we may 
single out five: (1) a code, (2) a collection of halakhic sources for study, (3) an 
introductory textbook of halakhah, (4) Rabbi's lecture notes, and (5) a philosoph
ical work. Let us briefly consider each one separately and then return to the 
problems raised by each definition. 

The first two views of the Mishnah - that it is a code or a source collection

mellifluous style," and Rabbi's "nearly perfect wisdom, unexceptionable piety, per
sonal austerity ... , unrivaled mastery of Hebrew."!' Nothing of its arrangement 
was left to chance-least of all, its contents and the order of its tractates. 

Whether or not Maimonides was correct in this view, his discussion essentially 
set the terms of the modern debate over the Mishnah's form and structure, and 
permutations of his views make their appearance in virtually every theory that has 
been proposed to date. Two aspects of the Mishnah's form - its arrangements and 
its omissions-were of particular interest to Maimonides, both for what they told 
him about the Mishnah's place in the history of the Oral Torah and for his own 
codificatory efforts. Because of the systematic cast of his thought, Maimonides 
preferred philosophical/theological explanations to literary or historical ones. This 
preference is no more apparent than in his discussion of the Mishnah's arrange
ment which, as we shall see, is closely tied to the question of its genre. 

Consider, for example, Mairnonides' explanation for the order of the different 
tractates in Seder Moed, the Order of Appointed Times. The Order begins with 
Shabbat, the tractate dealing with the Sabbath, because of the latter's "precedence 

have a long history. Both views assume that the Mishnah was intended from the 
beginning to be authoritative. As we have already seen, R. Sherira considered the 
Mishnah to be an authoritative collection of halakhic sources, that is, a code. So 
too did Maimonides, the Codifier par excellence. In the introduction to his Com
mentary on the Mishnah and elsewhere, he accounts for a number of its features 
in terms of that assumption. 

The third view - that of the Mishnah as a "textbook of halakha" - is of more 
recent invention and was proposed by Abraham Goldberg. The precise meaning 

~ 
I
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in sanctity; the fact that it recurs every seven days and so occurs frequently in the 
course of time; and that Scripture begins with it in its list of festivals (in Lev. 23: 

of the term "textbook" is somewhat ambiguous. A legal textbook is authoritative, ,{
but only in the pedagogical sense, not in the legal sense: it is not meant to be a 
code, or even an immediate source for working law-yers, 3)." Maimonides thus explains the placement of the tractate in separate theolog

,
 
. t.. 

ical, sociological/personal, and scriptural terms. Eruvin comes next in the Order The fourth view-that the Mishnah was "Rabbi's lecture notes"-was a pop
t

l 

because of its obvious thematic relationship to Shabbat. Pesahim follows "because ular notion in the nineteenth century, when Maimonidean ideas of order and 
arrangement were taken as all but normative even by "enlightened" scholars, and it was the first mitzvah the Israelites were commanded by Moses, and also because 
it has more recently been revived by Abraham Weiss. This view attempts to explain it is adjacent to the Sabbath in the [scriptural] section on festivals." To explain 
the Mishnah's anthological features; it does not directly address the question of the placement of the next tractate, Sheqalim, Maimonides again turns to scriptural 
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order as the reason, but in this case he shifts the focus to another part of Scripture, 
Exodus 30:11-16, which follows the exposition of the Passover laws in Exodus 12. 
To do so, however, he skips over the mention of all the pilgrimage festivals in 
Exodus 23, aside from shifting back from Leviticus 23. Thus, because a theological! 

f

!
! 
1
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first three tractates could hardly makeup an orderbythemselves, theywereplaced 
with no change in their own sequence togetherwith the tractates making up the 
other "sub-order,nl9 

The logic of the order, then, was neither thematic nor scriptural but virtually 
"material," that is, based on the actual size of the tractate. 

In his own Code, Maimonides followed still another logic in arranging its 
philosophical explanation will not serve in all cases, Maimonides must fall back t

on scriptural order, even when that "order" is itself not "orderly"! Yoma then ,i 
follows because, according to Maimonides, the scriptural description of the service t
 
of the Day of Atonement occurs in Leviticus 16- although he again ignores the 
passages in Leviticus 23:23-27, where the order is different. Indeed, were the Mish J 

topics-a logic which, as Isadore Twersky showed, Maimonides chose while fully 
- aware of the other options, including that of the Mishnah, that were available to 
him." As Maimonides wrote in a letter, "I follow neither the order of the Talmud 
nor the order of the Mishnah, but I have collected all the laws, wherever they nah to have followed the order of Leviticus 23, all the Pentateuchal festivals would 
have been formulated, relating to every subject.'?' While Maimonides used some have been presented in the order in which they occur through the year. f 

.1 of the Mishnah's principles in arranging topics in the Mishneh Torah itself, his ~Maimonides' explanation for the order of tractates is also not the only possible 

I
j 

avowed rejection of the Mishnah's principles of order is noteworthy. Mairnonides 
seems to be saying, as Twersky writes, that "even if my explanatory insights [of the 
Mishnah's order] are correct and valid, the [Mishnah's] scheme itself has too many 
conceptual lapses and superficial links."22 In rectifying these lapses, Maimonides 
subdivided and rearranged the Mishnah's ordering and sequence; the result is a 

explanation. The Babylonian Talmud itself uses scriptural order to explain the 
order of mishnayot within a tractate" but in some cases attributes the arrangement 
of tractates to the amount of material to be covered (and related matters}." In 
other cases, it explains their order on the basis of a law's derivation (e.g., from 
Rabbinic exegesis)," and in one case it even raises the possibility that tractates 
could follow a causal, quasi-rnidrashic rationale. Thus, R. Judah explains that the reclassification of the Mishnah's six orders into fourteen books. Thus, the Mishnaic J
 reason the scriptural passages detailing the laws of the Sotah precede those of the Orders of Seeds, Appointed Times, Women, and Purities find their equivalents in }
nazirirte (Nu1l1. +11-5:21) is that "one who sees a suspected adulteress in her deg the Maimonidean books of Seeds (with the exception of Berakhot), Times, and 

radation will withhold himself from wine [by becoming a nazirite]" -a homiletic Women. Damages is subdivided into Damages, Acquisition, Statutes, and Judges, 

explanation. In the Mishnah, however, the order of tractates relating these two 
laws is reversed. In response to why this is so, the Talmud explains: 

\ 
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- while Holy Things' is divided between the Temple Service and Sacrifices. But 
Maimonides also created several new classifications. Sanctity (Qedushah) included 
laws regarding the sanctity of marriage and food; Hafla'ah covered laws that in the 

Since the Tana taught [Tractate] Ketubot [Marriage Settlements] and taught [the t Mishnah were divided between Nedarim (vows) in Seder Nashim and Shevu'ot 
laws governing] "one who imposes a vow upon his wife," he next teaches [Trac (oaths) in Seder Neziqin. Finally, Maimonides created an introductory book which 
tate] Nedarim [Vows]; and since he taught [Tractate] Nedarirn,he proceeded to "1 had no precedent in any order or even tractate in the Mishnah: Fundamentals of f

fteach [Tractate] Nazir, which is analogous to Nedarirn [because a Nazirite un
dertakes a vow to observe the Nazirite prohibitions], and then [the Mishnah] 

the Torah. This book included both theological principles and fundamental laws: 
rules relating to human behavior and the laws pertaining to idolatry and blas

continues with the Tractate Sotah for the reason given by Rabbi." t 

The reason for their sequence, in other words, is partly thematic and partly the 
result of causal connections.
 

Over a century ago Abraham Geiger suggested still another reason for the
 
order of tractates within an Order of Mishnah. In Abraham Goldberg's summary 
of Geiger's argument: 

r
I
I 

I 
The logic of the arrangement is purely external: it is according to the size of the .,J'.,
tractates, the largest being first and the smallest last. ... The only exception to 'l 

phemy. The Book of Love (Ahavah) deals with liturgy, including prayers and 
blessings, and thus replaces the mishnaic tractate Berakhot, but it also includes 
the laws of circumcision, which have no formal place in the Mishnah." 

Thus, Mairnonides' code differs from the Mishnah not because of its certain cod
ificatory intent as against the Mishnah's possibly anthological one, for the subject 
of each work is legal exposition; Maimonides' Code differs from the Mishnah in 
omitting disputes, and in its introduction, which lays out a programmatic theolog
icallhistorical foundation for the entire work. In essence, though, both are legal 

this principle of arrangement is the first Order, according to its traditional se
quence. Yet even here certain manuscripts preserve a more basic arrangement, 
as does the Vienna MS of the Tosefta. Here the arrangement is as follows: Be
takhoi (9 chaps.), Pea (8), Demai (7), Tetumot (u), Sheviit (10), Kilayim (9), 
Maasrot (5), Maaser Sheni (5), Halla (4), Orla (3) and Bikkurim (3). In this ar

expositions, and the arrangement of rules, rituals, and laws in the Mishnah is not 
dependent on whether it was composed as a code or as a collection; in either 
case, pedagogical or expository needs take precedence. 

The question of what constitutes a code relates more to the manner of pre
sentation than to its arrangement. Generally speaking, we expect a collection to 

rangement there are two distinct frames with a descending order, the second f· contain divergent opinions, whereas a code does not (or ought not to). The fact 
starting with Terumot. What we really have, then, are twosub-orders. Indeed, the that the Mishnah does contain many such divergent opinions is problematic. In
first three tractates are a unit by themselves, differing from the rest of the Order 

deed, the very fact that the Mishnah seems to contain an attempt to explain why which deals either with hallowed or with prohibited agricultural products. As the 
i
r
L 
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it preserves divergent opinions (in Mishnah Eduyot i.c) seems to indicate that the 
Mishnah's redactor himself felt that the practice had 10 be explained. 

The Question of Codification 

The question of the Mishnah's intended genre is closely bound up with the ques
tion of its purpose. Here the mailer is somewhat clearer, since the Mishnah's 
concentration on legal material limits the choices to essentially two. Was it in
tended 10 be an authoritative collection, that is, a code, or "merely" a guide or 
textbook?" These seemingly simple alternatives, however, mask a far more difficult 
and ambiguous question, since both codes and textbooks can take different forms 
that may even meld into one another, as the appropriation of Caius's Institutes as 
a prologue to Justinian's Code illustrates-a case to which I will return. Still, a 
code is by definition legally authoritative, whereas other genres of legal material, 
whatever prestige or authority they may possess, are not authoritative in the same 
sense. It is thus no wonder that much of the debate over the presumed function 
of the Mishnah has centered around the question of whether it was intended as a 
code. 

Several features of the Mishnah seem to belie codificatory intent. First is its 
scope: it is manifestly incomplete, as we shall see. Moreover, it contains altemate 
views of important mailers and does not explicitly decide between them. If we 
assume that opinions cited anonymously are meant to be authoritative, we must 
ask why an anonymous opinion in one place is disputed in another. In this respect 
and in others, the Mishnah seems to contain contradictory material, surely not 
the mark of an authoritative code. 

Numerous scholars have dealt with these questions, but because modern Rab
binic scholarship began in the nineteenth century, there has been an unfortunate 
tendency to transmute these essentially literary questions into historical/source
critical ones, chiefly the question of the Mishnah's sources. Yet because the Mish
nah is also the earliest surviving collection of Rabbinic material, it was impossible 
for scholars to pursue comparative work in the usual sense. Instead, Mishnah 
scholars based their work mainly on internal evidence in the Mishnah, aside from 
occasional talmudic obiter dicta that assumed historical importance far out of pro
portion to their actual significance. Thus, Zechariah Frankel, in his Darkei ha
Mishnah, claimed that Rabbi had "critically reviewed" the Mishnah he had pro
duced. This claim was based on Frankel's understanding of a talmudic statement 
that R. Ashi, the presumed redactor of the Babylonian Talmud, had produced two 
editions of his work, a statement that Frankel assumed was also true of Rabbi 
Judah, even though there is no textual support whatsoever for it!25 Nonetheless, 
Frankel used this rationale to explain the existence of contradictions in the Mish
nah which, he argued, resulted from R. Judah's change of mind over time. And 
in order to explain why Rabbi himself did not eliminate these contradictions, 

, . ' 
The classic period for the adoption of source-eritical methods in researching t ,.~" the Mishnah was the generation before World War II. Hanokh Albeck and Y. N. 

Epstein exemplified this trend, the former in his early volume Untersuchungen 
ueber die Redaktion der Miechna." the laller in the lecture notes that were edited 
and published by E. Z. Melamed as Mevo'ot le-Si{rut ha-Tanna'imP Albeck and ,1·

{
-r Epstein had virtually opposite understandings of the Mishnah's redaction. Accord
J ing to Albeck, Rabbi Judah did not alter his sources in the least; according to 

.,"t-" , Epstein, he did. 1 Albeck based his view on the twin facts that the Mishnah contains duplica
"\ 

tions, contradictions, and differences in style, all manifestations of a collection ·f 
~.! built on earlier sources. He explains that the duplications are sometimes identical t: 

as a result of Rabbi's policy of not changing or modifying his sources. On the~, 
other hand, when duplications occur in different formulations, Albeck explained, "rt " 

the reason is that they stem from different schools, while contradictions were to l
be seen as representing the views of different authorities." Similarly, Albeck used 'l the large blocks of texts that deviate from the Mishnah's order by subject maller
mini-eollections of diverse, unrelated laws all attributed to a single early author':" 

"·1·'·.....	 ity,29 or passages in which disparate laws share idenlicalliterary formulations such 
as "no less than ... nor more than .... ,"30 or "the only difference be

J 
t.. - tween...."31_ to prove that these passages were incorporated from earlier collec
I,:' 

.:.f'	 tions without change. 
.};',< The Mishnah'smanifest incompleteness, however, was more of a problem for r" 

Albeck to explain. Why, for example, does the Mishnah omit views cited in the ·f 

1
{ parallel Tosefta passage? Albeck argued that Rabbi's Mishnah began to circulate 
l among his disciples before it was complete and, as a result, Rabbi had not been 

. able to include certain views as yet. This explanation is hardly sufficient to explain 

J 

I
the absence of a specific rule that was the subject of a tannaitic dispute. This is 
especially so in cases (which are not uncommon, as in M. Sheviit 3:Z and T. 
Sheviit Z:4) where R. Meir's view is omitted. After all, according to Albeck, R. 
Meir was the author of the putative version of the Mishnah which is said to have 

1 
j. played a part in Rabbi's redaction." 

Further, and more seriously, Albeck's explanation of premature circulation 

\ 

did not explain why a number of important mailers never receive systematic treat
ment in the Mishnah; indeed, some are missing almost entirely. Among these are 
discussions of ritual objects like phylacteries and ritual fringes, and systematic 
expositions of the laws and history of the festival of Hanukkah. Although Albeck 
tried to argue that these omissions were also due to the premature circulation of :\ 
the Mishnah," it is difficult to imagine that Rabbi would have sanctioned the l 
release of his work without these mailers being treated at some point, either then 
or later.
 

f
 Albeck's explanation also does not account for another of the Mishnah's signal f 
characteristics, namely, its tendency to devote great allention to subjects that were 
not practically relevant in Rabbi's own time; indeed, probably more than half the Frankel proposed that he could not because the Mishnah had already begun to 
Mishnah is devoted to laws dealing with either the Temple service or ritual purity circulate in oral form. From this one example, one can see how certain source
(which was truly relevant only to priests actively involved in the Temple service) critical assumptions, once accepted, generated wide-ranging conclusions about the 
and to the laws of agricultural tithes (although some of these were still being nature of the Mishnah without, however, much evidence to back them up. 

i 
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Recently Shamma Friedman has attempted to demonstrate that the origins of 
certain difficult texts and of problems in the arrangement of the Mishnah may at 
times be traced to Rabbi's desire for concision.'? Consider, for example, Mishnah 
Shabbat 16:1 and its parallel in Tosefta Shabbat Ip-2. In the Mishnah, which is 

i
I 
t
T 
1· 

collected after the destruction of the Temple, at least in the land of Israel). How 
could Rabbi Ireal these matters in exquisite detail and leave out systematic expo
sitions of tefillin, tzitzit, and Hanukkah? What, in other words, was Rabbi's plan 
for his work, his purpose in carrying it forward? Maimonides, in his introduction 

much shorter than the formally parallel toseftan passage;1O the order of exposition \to his Commentary on the Mishnah, suggested that the Shavuot festival was not 
,I begins with the requirement to save scrolls of scriptural texts from a fire that has treated in the Mishnah because its observance did not involve any rituals peculiar 

f
1
1
!
! 
, 

broken out on the Sabbath, even though such activity (i.e., taking objects out of 
one's personal domain into the public domain) is generally forbidden on the Sab
bath. Appended to this general rule are two other laws. The first is the stipulation 
that these scrolls must be saved whether or not they are used as texis for the public 
reading of the Torah, and the second is that even though the scrolls may be written 
in languages other than Hebrew, they still must be stored away in a respectful 

to it," and so the exposition of the general laws of festivals in Tractate Betza were 
sufficient. This explanation, however, does nol explain why the laws of Hanukkah 
never made it into the Mishnah. 

In contrast to Albeck, Epstein attempted to show that Rabbi had, in fact, 
altered and edited his sources. Whereas Albeck, to prove his point (that Rabbi had 
not altered his sources), pointed to duplicate mishnah-sections in which no alter
ations were made, Epstein, in good source-critical style, seized on infelicities of '1 manner. This mishnah text then concludes with a somewhat gnomic explanation 

\

t 
1
I
 

for why such texts are not read: "Why are they not read? Because of the neglect 
of the study hall." 

As Friedman notes, the parallel Tosefta is more topically arranged, beginning 
'with various rules regarding the reading of scriptural texts in 13:1 and continuing 
with an exposition of the rules of storing them away in 13:2. The two passages are 
joined by the term kitveiqodesh, "holy writings," which is deployed in two different 
ways. In Tosefta Shabbat I3=!, as in Mishnah Shabbat 16:1, the term refers to 

expression which, he explained, were the result of Rabbi's editing. Similarly, Ep
stein claimed thai the anonymous opinions in the Mishnah were anonymous be
cause Rabbi preferred those opinions, not because they were really anonymous." 
Albeck, in contrast, insisted that these opinions had come down to Rabbi anony
mously. To capture the flavor of the debate between the two scholars, it is worth 
citing some of Albeck's arguments in his own words. (Epstein's side does not 
survive in his own words.) Albeck describes in exemplary fashion the ways in which 

!
 Scripture in general, "the holy writings," but the last clause of the mishnah refersthe Mishnah's structure and style lend themselves to a source-critical analysis, and 
how this explains the Mishnah's repetitions, contradictions, changes of style, and to kitvei qodesh (without mentioning them explictly) in the sense ofHagiographa

l
I 
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those writings that may be not be read on the Sabbath at the time that the legal 
and ritual expositions are presented in the synagogue. The purpose of this rule is 
to discourage people from staying home to read the stories in the Hagiographa 

so on. Albeck emphasizes the importance of his contention that Rabbi did not 
edit his sources and ends on a distinctly apologetic note." 

According to current concepts (lit., "in our own generation") we must admit that ,I rather than attend these study sessions. 
had Rabbi not proceeded in this manner, but would have changed his sources 
accurding to his own judgment, his production wouldhave been deficient (hayah 'f Friedman continues: 

The redactor of our mishnah, that is, Rabbi, taught the text regarding the saving 
[of scriptural scrolls] (Shabbat 13= 1-7). If [these) early mishnayot, which were 

; 

1
be-tna'asehu pegam), and it would have been said that he "traduced" the 
traditions, that he did not say things in the name of the one who said them j 

>

!
\ 

recited before Rabbi, were formulated in the style of the halakhot before us in 
the Tosefta, it is clear that Rabbi wanted, on the one hand, to include some 
reference to the halakhah that one maynot read sacred writings [= Hagiographa] 

and not only that, but that he put words in the mouths of people who did not 
say them but never thought of them-as those who attribute to Rabbi changes, 
omissions,and additions.... How was he permitted to choose what seemed plau I' 

I
 on the Sabbath. On the other hand, he did not want to leave it as an isolated 
addendum unto itself in his new compilation without building it into the flow 

sible in his eyes and to reject early views or change them according to his own 
judgment? On the contrary! His entire goal in the redaction of the Mishnah was ~ 

to preserve their words with exactitude so that they would not be forgotten, and of the chapter. In order not to relinquish this halakhah,and alsoin order to retain 
to mention even the opinion of a single individual [who differed) with the ma \ the tight structure [of the new Mishnah], he combined this halakhah with the 

primary one, by interleaving their casesone within the other." !
jority in case "a court sees the words of the individual it may relyon him" (Eduyot 
1:5)·" Friedman thus attributes the lack of clarity in the rule to the impact of these 

1
 conflicting desires on Rabbi's part. The assumption underlying this chain of reaMavo la-Mishnali was published in 1959, two years after the publication of 
Epstein's lecture notes on these matters by E. Z. Melamed;" and it is difficult not 
10 see Albeck's harsh words as a reference to Epstein, Albeck's erstwhile colleague. 
It is revealing that Albeck rejected Epstein's conclusion on ultimately apologetic 

I

I 
\ 

soning is that Rabbi had before him not only the halakhot that now appear in 
Mishnah Shabbat 16:1, but also those in Tosefta Shabbat Ip-2. Friedman's claim, 
however, is somewhat problematic, since even the synoptic chart ofthese halakhot 

grounds rather than on scholarly ones. According to Albeck, Epstein had in some l- that he provides shows hardly any overlap between the two groups of laws, except 
in the most general way. Moreover, if Rabbi's desire for concision led to the lack sense impugned the Sages by asserting that Rabbi had changed his sources and 
of clarity which Friedman rightly laments, what may we say of Rabbi's redactional had thus undermined the authority of the Mishnah, the foundation of halakhah. 

L. 
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skills? Even if the process of oral transmission generally leads to such condensa

Order, Sequence, and Selection 

this material in another version. Likewise, he will present not only the material 
that fits his position. It is probable that he will present that material in the form 

tion," conscious editing on the part of a careful redactor can hardly be the cause it is in [even when he disagrees with it·-Y. E.], and his own position he will 
enunciate during his analysis.... In essence,the selection of material and itsform for such a result. 
of presentation will certainly demonstrate the trend of his own thought and his Nonetheless, Friedman opens up what is potentially a highly fruitful method 
own position. From here [we can understand how] the early amoraic theory of gauging Rabbi's intentions and purposes, for if the Tosefta is the compilation 

I
; 

\
!


[could] see in the Mishnah, as it were, a collection of Rabbi's legal decisions, from which Rabbi worked, the differences between it and the Mishnah must be 
that could be relied on for legal decisions, [and this] even though in essence the 
Mishnah is really only a collection of sources used as the subject of analysis in 
[Rabbi's] lectures [italics added]." 

a result of his planning. However, Friedman's argument cannot be fully evaluated 
until he has presented a far larger number of examples in which the two texts are !

parallel. In this case, as his own synoptic table shows, there is hardly any overlap 
except in general subject matter. 

Still, the argument that Rabbi consciously edited the Tosefta to produce his 
Mishnah bespeaks his desire to produce a concise text. The question is whether 
concision is more the mark of a code or of an anthology. For the present moment, 
this question must remain moot. In either case, there is no question that concision 
would have been looked upon with favor in the world of late antiquity however 
the Mishnah was transmitted, orally or in written form. This last point brings us, 
in tum, to a question that Friedman's source-critical predecessors hardly ever con
sidered: the cultural context within which the redactional activities that produced 
the Mishnah took place. 

I

! 

More recently, Avraham Goldberg has argued a similar theory, but to the 
exact opposite effect. Goldberg, who has produced detailed commentaries on a 
number of the Mishnah's tractates," proposes that the redactor had a precise set 
of pedagogical rules according to which he presented the opinions in the Mishnah. 
The Mishnah, according to Goldberg, more than being simply a collection of 
halakhic opinions, is a "textbook of the Halakha.?" Where Weiss sees disorder in 
.its structure, Goldberg sees order, with a strong pedagogical intent. 

The Mishna consists of several layers of legal teaching corresponding to consec
utive generations of teachers. Later layers often are a presentation of possible in

The long-time debate over whether the Mishnah was originally redacted from t terpretations to unspecified teachings given in an earlier layer. The chief aim of 
fwritten or oral sources, and whether it was intended to be transmitted in written 

or oral form, is too involved for us to enter here." In passing, it is worth noting 
only that oral transmission somewhat more adequately accounts for the existence 

the final editor was to present the gamut of possible interpretations, and not to 
compile a definitive, canonical code of Pharasaic law. In particular, as we shall 1
 
see, the editor is interested in presenting the teachings of R. Akiva as they become \ 

} reflected in the interpretive teachings of his prime pupils." of texts whose brevity makes them difficult for us to understand. In any case, it is 
a better explanation for the Mishnah's recurrent obscurity than the altemative 1

i
I,
1
I

i 

In essence, Goldberg's theory is not so very different from Weiss's view that 
the Mishnah is a set of Rabbi's lecture notes, except that he goes much further 
than Weiss does in investigating the means by which the pedagogical goal was 
reached. According to Goldberg, the Mishnah's editor employed the following 
principles in arranging his textbook: 

l. The anonymous opinion is usually that which comes closest to the 

namely, that their editor was incompetent. 
Albeck and Epstein carried on their debate over whether the Mishnah was 

intended as a code or an anthology, but now that debate has subsided, perhaps 
because most contemporary scholars have felt that neither Albeck nor Epstein 
produced a decisive argument for his position. Scholars today seem to assume a 
priori that the Mishnah is one 01 the other but without considering the other ! 

generalized teaching of R. Akiva.possibility. For Abraham Goldberg, the Mishnah is a textbook anthology; for Dov 
2. In an extended discussion, different points of view will be introduced Zlotnick and David Weiss Halivni, the Mishnah was intended as a code. f. 

in the course of the discussion. I 
}
 3- Ease of presentation determines the place where a certain opinion will 

be introduced. 1
iThe Mishnah as Pedagogical Text 

4- A single point of view will be taught where it serves most easily as a 
As was noted earlier, two theories have sought to show that the Mishnah was starting point from which differing points of view may be apprehended. 
originally composed as a pedagogical text of one sort or another. According to 5. Topical arrangement of subject matter often calls for a selection from 
Avraham Weiss, the Mishnah represents the material that Rabbi employed in his a variety of sources. 
lectures, a collection of his "lecture notes," in other words. In this way Weiss 

This last principle applies even if the differing points of view mentioned in attempts to explain, or explain away, the various problems of the Mishnah's order. 
f/ number 4 are not represented in the Mishnah itself but in Tosefta, as he suggests 

In the nature of the matter, a lecturer does not present the material, or the 
variants, which serve as the basis for the lecture. On the other hand, it mayoccur 
that in one circumstance or another he wiII present a particular source in one 

f

I,"
in discussing this principle." What then becomes of the Mishnah as a "study book 
of the Halakha"? Did the editor expect students of the halakhah to resort to Tosefta 
as a supplementary resource? Given the vastly larger size of the Tosefta,and the 

version,and in another circumstance, when discussing another issue,he will cite 

.Ie 
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material independent of the Mishnah that it contains, this would be a cumbersome 
enterprise. The editor should have incorporated the relevant toseftan material into 
the Mishnah in accordance with the principles that Goldberg himself has laid 
down! Indeed, the final principle (number 5) makes precisely this point, and thus 
it conflicts somewhat with the preceding three principles. 

The essential problem with Goldberg's view of the Mishnah is that he views 
the Mishnah in two different, not entirely consistent ways: first as a "textbook," 
and apparently an elementary one, of tannaitic halakhah, and second as a record 
of the teaching of four successive generations beginning with the generation of 
the Yavneans, who are responsible for "the primary, but very shortest layer of the 
Mishnah ... , comprising late Second Temple teachings as formulated by the first 
Yavneh generation"? These separate views of the Mishnah conflict, because his
torical survey and effective pedagogy do not necessarily coalesce. Thus, at one 
point Goldberg states, "the truth is that the Mishnah can be properly understood 
and interpreted only when the relationship between each layer remains clearly 
recognizable...."50 Elsewhere, however, he writes that, for pedagogical reasons, 
"the editor will obviously seek the most striking opinion," in accordance with 
principle number ~ and from this Goldberg asserts that "differing views will not 
be hard to fathom.">' These separate conclusions are not entirely consistent. 

Perhaps even more difficult to determine is how "the" editor managed to 
juggle these principles, synchronic, diachronic, and pedagogical, all at once. It is 
little wonder that Goldberg concedes that "it is very hard to find a single mishna 
with all four [generationalJ layers'"! and that most often only two opinions or layers 
are presented. How then is the range of opinion to be fathomed, especially when 
it is often a representative position that is given pride of place and not, say, two 
extreme positions? Indeed, given the problem of coordinating these various con
flicting goals and editorial principles, one wonders if one overriding intention 
guided the redactional activity that went into the Mishnah's formation. Do these 
conflicting goals represent the work of different compilers or redactional circles? 
Did the final editor intend the Mishnah to be no more than a compilation of 
sources, as Albeck suggested, without the active editorial intervention that Gold
berg assumes took place? 

Goldberg himself attempted to resolve some of these problems by adverting 
to the historical context in which the Mishnah was composed to explain its literary 
nature. 

[The] contemporary Hellenistic climate where systematic and well-thought-out 
programs and theories of education played important roles. On the other hand, 
some of them may seem quite modern. Thus a good textbook of necessity needs 
to be selective in the presentation of the material, in order to offer the student a 
maximum of information in a minimum of text. Moreover, it would not have a 
stereotyped approach to every issue, but rather employ a variety of patterns of 
presentation, each in that context where it would be most effective." 

Goldberg never demonstrates how all this all fits into Hellenistic theories of 
pedagogy. But if the features Goldberg cites -like stratification and the various 
pedagogical principles he lists-can be said to fit the Mishnah as we now have it, 
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something else must have been at work that melded history and pedagogy. This 
may have been something like Neusner's scheme of halakhic evolution, since such 
a scheme would allow for a development from simple to complex, as may be 
required for pedagogical purposes. Goldberg, by insisting that R. Akiva's disciples 
were merely interpreting his views and not recasting or altering them, seems to 
reject this approach. In a large sense, Goldberg's scheme is merely an adaptation 
of R. Yohanan's principle that the major tannaitic compilations, as he and we 
know them, were "all according to the opinion of R. Akiva."" Whether the solu
tion works as an explanation of the Mishnah's purpose and arrangement is another 
"question. 

Thus, for a number of reasons, Goldberg's scheme is unconvincing. But the 
other "pedagogical" theory-that of Weiss, who argues that the Mishnah was con
stituted from Rabbi's "lecture notes" - is no less problematic. For one thing, Weiss, 
by attempting to use the lecture-note theory to explain the Mishnah's disordered 
structure, makes it more difficult for himself to explain those not insignificant 
instances of order that he himself finds in the Mishnah. Furthermore, Weiss at 

,times contradicts his own view of the Mishnah's disorder by explaining difficulties 
as the result not of a lack of order but of the combination of two differing and 
well-eonceived "proto-tractates." For example, he argues that the differing amoraic 
views of the meaning of the word mav'elt-one of "the fathers of damages" and a 
major category of the Rabbinic tort system- was the result of the inclusion of two 
large blocks of material now found together in Bava Qamma but originally separate 
collections of categories of damages, one made up of what is now BQl:4-rS and 
the other BQ3:~:6. Each of these blocks had a separate view of the meaning of 
the word mav'eh, and each, according to Weiss, was systematic and orderly in 
itself 55 The two collections are, in Weiss's opinion, parallel in their exposition of 
the four "fathers of damages," except that the first interprets the opaque category, 
mav'eh, as referring to the damages done by a human being, while the second 
collection interprets it as shen, "tooth." If so, the ambiguity in 1:1 is built in, so to 
speak, or rather we may say that the ambiguity gave rise to two complete "proto
tractates" that were then combined. If one were to accept this type of explanation 
in many cases, the difference between Albeck's position and Weiss's would be 
minimal, while, in contrast, Goldberg seems to envision Rabbi as a far more active 

I redactor than does either Albeck or Weiss. 

'I Roman, Persian, and Syriac Parallels { 
j ,As we have seen, Goldberg suggests in passing that Hellenistic ideas of education 
i 
f served as the Mishnah's-that is, Rabbi's-modeJ.56 Unfortunately. he offers few 

details about his suggestion, and there are both cultural and historical reasons to I 
question whether such influence or connection was possible. In the first place, J, 

I Hellenistic education was literary and cultural in the general sense, philosophical 
f' in some sense, but not legal." For legal parallels one must look to Roman law, 
fr and, in particular, to its classical period, which is, however, slightly earlier than 

the mishnaic. Gaius' Institutes, which was intended as an introductory textbook 
of Roman law and eventually served as the preface to Justinian's Code, was pub

.\ 
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1,
t

two phenomena is tantalizing. And still more important for our purposes is the 
usefulness of the Roman, Syriac, and Persian law collections of late antiquity in 
setting out the parameters of what an ancient or Late Antique legal genre would 

lished about 160 C.E., a generation before Rabbi edited the Mishnah. Further, the 
actual impact of Caius's work is uncertain. Roman jurisconsults, certainly those 
who were Rabbi's contemporaries, resisted the systematization of Roman law" and, 

I" 

t
l
~~ in his own time, Gaius was not particularly celebrated; while Justinian called him . -1 consist of.63 

1
l
 We begin with the following lengthy excerpt from Caius's description of RoGaius nostta, we do not even know his patronymic. Further, Gaius lived and 

man marriage:taught in Rome, and although he may have had provincial connections (perhaps 
to Asia Minor), it is not clear how the Rabbis would have known of his work. 

108. Now let us examine those persons who are subordinate to us in marriage. 
This also is a right peculiar to Roman citizens. 

109. While it is customary for both men and women to be in power, only women 

.t

the same time and both were, generally speaking, members of the same cultural f: . 
'. ~ 

,
I

Nevertheless, his approach to systematization of Roman law resembles at least 
some tendencies manifested in the Mishnah; he and Rabbi lived approximately at 

., fall into marital subordination. 
world. As a result, a comparison of the Institutes and the Mishnah is not without t lIO. Formerly there used to be three methods by which they fell into subordigrounds. Even so, we must bear in mind that Gaius was concerned only with civil 

nation: by usage, by sharing of bread, and by contrived sale. tand criminal law and not at all with religion or ritual per se. But this is true of 
{ Ill. A woman used to fall into marital subordination by usage if she remained in most law books that have survived from late antiquity, including the Syriac law 

the married state for a continuous period of one year: for she was, as it were, ~ . 
books produced by various Nestorian ecclesiastics of the seventh and eighth cen
turies, such as those of the patriarchs Henanisho Mar Abba, and especially that of 

1!.
 usucapted by a year's possession and would pass into her husband's kin in the 
relationship of a daughter. The Twelve Tables therefore provided that if any 

the Persian archbishops Iesuboht and Simon. Jesuboht's "Corpus Juris" actually .J woman did not wish to become subordinate to her husband in this way, she 
should each year absent herself for a period of three nights, and in this way provides the closest parallel to the Mishnah, since it is not restricted to one subject ,t

.!:(e.g., inheritance or marriage law) as are the others. It contains sections on mar interrupt the usage of each year. But this whole legal state was in part repealed 
by statute, in part blotted out through simple disuse. 

U2. Women fall into marital subordination through a certain sacrifice made to 
Jupiter of the Grain, for which reason it is also called the sharing of the bread. 
... This legal state is still found in our own times; for the higher priests, that is 
the priests of Jupiter, of Mars, and of Quirinus, as also the Sacred Kings, are 

(
f
t 
Irr 

riage, inheritance and contracts and obligations, as well as an introductory "lnsti
tutiones."?? This is true as well of the Sasanian law collection, Madayan i Hazar 
Dadestan ("The Book of a Thousand Decisions") of Farroxmard i Wah raman, 
which dates to the beginning of the seventh century but clearly contains extracts 
from earlier works.w 

A number of scholars have recently investigated the connection between the chosen only if they have been born in marriage made by the sharing of bread, 
Rabbinic corpus and various Hellenistic late antique legal compositions. Lee Le and they themselves cannot hold priestly office without being married by the 

vine offers an admirably balanced summary of the current consensus: sharing of the bread. ! 
U3. Women fall into marital subordination though contrived sale, on the other 
hand, by means of mancipation, that is, by a sort of imaginary sale; for in the f
The timing of certain developments within rabbinic society, especially with regard 

to internal organization and compilation of various corpora, both aggadic and 
halakhic, has interesting parallels with what was transpiring at the time in Roman 
and later Byzantine society. Is it coincidental, for instance, that the earliest Phar

presence of not less than five adult Roman citizens as witnesses, and also a scale
holder, the man to whom the woman becomes subordinate 'buys' her. ... 

~ 

;
!
f

115a. Formerly a contrived sale used also to take place for the purpose of making 
a will; for at one time women, with certain exceptions, had no right to make a 

~asaic schools of Hillel and Shammai crystallized at the time of Augustus, when 
j.

legal training was becoming formalized in Rome in the early Roman lawschools I 
1 will unless they had made a contrived sale and been remancipated and manufounded by Labeo and Capito? Or that R. 'Akiva and his colleagues began col

lecting and organizing rabbinic traditions under Hadrian, when julianus, Celsus 
Pomponius, and others were actively involved in making similar compilations in 
Rome? Or that Rabbi Judah the Prince compiled and edited his Mishnah, and 
tannaitic midrashirn were collected under the Severans, at a time when Gaius, 
Papinianus, Paulus, and Ulpianus were likewise compiling codices and responsa 

l
 mitted. But on the proposal of the Emperor Hadrian, the Senate remitted this 
t 

I 

I
t

J 

requirement of making a contrived sale.... 

116. It remains for us to describe what persons are in bondage. 

117. All children, whether male or female, who are in the power of their father 
can be mancipated by him in the same way as slaves can. 

of Roman law and commenting on earlier material? The argument that these 
recurring parallel activities in Roman and Jewish societies might be related is 
more compelling when we realize that both Roman juristsand the rabbis centered 
their activities in schools of higher learning, and that at least one of the most 
famous Roman schools was located in Berytus, not far from the center of rabbinic 
activity in the Calilee." 

u8. The same rule applies to persons in marital subordination; for women can 
~ be mancipated by the other parties to the contrived sale in the same way as 

children by their father." 

Gaius continues by providing us with a detailed description of mancipation, 
bronze scales and all.
 

Now while Gaius certainly used sources in compiling his Institutes- in this
 Whether or not we posit any direct connection or influence between the Rabbinic 
short passage he refers to the Twelve Tables, to legislation of Hadrian, and toand the classical Roman legal enterprises.s- the synchronic juxtaposition of these 
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senatorial decisions- he presents a summary of these sources rather than citing 
the original texts themselves. In this respect his Institutes is really a textbook rather 
than an anthology. Again, while he refers to, and even describes, practices that 
have fallen into disuse, these do not take up a large part of the work. Compare, 
however, the opening sections of Tractate Qiddushin in the Mishnah: 

1. A woman is acquired [in marriage1in three ways and acquires herself in two. 
She is acquired by money', by deed, or by intercourse. "By money": Beth Sham
mai maintain, a denar or the worth of a denar; Beth Hillel say, a perutah or the 
worth of a perutah. And how much is a perutahi An eighth of an Italian isar. 
And she acquires herself by divorce or by her husband's death, A yevamah (i.e., 
a childless widow subject to levirate marriage) is acquired by intercourse, and 
acquires herself by [the ceremony] of halitzah (as mandated in Deut 25:7-10) or 
by the levir's death. 

2. A Hebrew slave is acquired by money and by deed, and acquires himself by 
years (i.e., after six years of service, as mandated by Exod, 21:2), by the jubilee, 
and by deduction from the purchase price. A Hebrew maidservant [is more priv
ileged] ill that she acquires herself by signs [of puberty]. [A slave] whose ear is 
bored (i.e., one who refuses freedom at the end of six yearsof servitude;see Exod. 
21:5-6) is acquired by boring, and acquires himself by the jubilee or his master's 
death. 

). A heathen slave is acquired by money, deed, or by hazaqah (i.e., taking pos
session, by ordering him to do the master some personal service), and acquires 
himself by money through the agency of others, and by deed.... 

4- Large cattle are acquired by "pulling"; small cattle by lifting: this is the opinion 
of R. Meir and R. Eliezer, but the sages rule: small cattle are acquired by 
"pulling." 

5· Property which offers security (i.e., real estate) is acquired by money, by deed 
or by hazaqah, [Property] which does not offer security (i.e., moveables) may be 
acquired in conjunction with property which providessecurity by money, deed, 
or hazaqah, and it obligates the property which providessecurity, to take an oath 
concerning them. 

There is no reference here to ancient practices or to the history of the Mishnah's 
laws. If the texts in the Mishnah derive from earlier sources, the editor does not 
identify or even refer to them. 

A more exact parallel to Caius's practice would be those mishnayot in which 
obsolete practices or decisions of early courts are briefly described. These include, 
most famously, the mishnayot that begin with the formulaic "at first" (of which 
the Mishnah contains nearly two dozen") and other forms as weI\.66 We do not 
know if the reasons that motivated Gaius and Rabbi to include such references to 
earlier practices were similar. The eternal character of a divine law might naturally 
lead a compiler to include such matters so as to better define the interplay of 
divine law and human legislation, whereas Gaius' excursions may involve nothing 
more than a certain antiquarian temperament on the part of the author. Even so, 
a cursory comparison of the two passages indicates that whereas Gaius takes pains 
to define and describe the practices he reviews (e.g., usage, sharing of bread, 
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mancipation, etc.)-presumably for the benefit of the student using the Institutes 
as a textbook - the Mishnah assumes a level of legal knowledge that Gaius does 
not (even if it is also concerned to define areas of dispute or minimum require
ments). The number of bracketed comments appended to the translation gives an 
indication of how much knowledge the Mishnah assumes on the part of its reader. 
The Mishnah cannot, and did not, stand on its own as a "textbook of the Halakha," 
and it clearly was not meant as an introduction to the field for students of Rabbinic 
law. 

On the other hand, even though he occasionally notes that the two schools 
are in dispute on an issue, Gaius seldom refers to disputes among the jurists. 

l 
196. Guardianship ends for boys when they reach puberty. Sabinus, Cassius and 
others of our teachers certainly think that a boy shows he has reached puberty by 
physical development: that is, he is capable of begetting. However, in the case of 
those who cannot reach puberty such as eunuchs, regard must be had to the age 
at which puberty is normally reached. The authorities of the other school think 
that puberty should be reckoned in years: that is, they judge anyone who has 
reached the age of fourteen as having reached puberty/" 

Gaius clearly identifies himself as a Sabinian, and in opposition to the Proculians, 
whom he calls "the authorities of the other school." In contrast, the Mishnah 
contains an infinitely greater number of disputes, but nowhere does its editor 
explicitly identify his allegiance; indeed, this objective stance is maintained even 
when the debates between the Pharisees and the Sadducees are reported, as in 
Yadayim 8. 

I Roman law preserves several genres of legal collections that may be pertinent 
1, 

to categorizing the Mishnah: textbooks such as the Institutes of Gaius, codes such t 
as Justinian's, early collections such as the Twelve Tables, and responsa literature. 

.~ Sasanian law preserves one important survival; the Madayan i Hazar Dadestan,.J. 
which, while certainly not a code, is nonetheless a large collection of laws (com\, 
prising some fifty chapters in its two parts) on major areas of civil law.s" Yet none! 

.«. '\	 of these contains the wealth of disputational material that the Mishnah does, even 
if their authors register conflicting opinions and sometimes present a short history r 

·l of the law on a particular point. Other ancient collections, such as the ninth
'I· century Zoroastrian encyclopedia, the Denkard ("Acts of Religion"), contain -like 

\ 
the Mishnah and even more like the Talmud-a variety of material, history and 
legend, ritual, and a smidgen of civil law, but also do not contain disputational 

\ material. Likewise, the Videvdat and the Pahlav! Vendidad ("Law Against De
mons")69- the part of the Avesta that deals with purity laws- does not contain

1	 such material. As we have seen, it is unlikely that a code would have been com
posed in this way, and all these other ancient codes and legal books are testimony 
to that fact. That the Mishnah was eventually viewed as authoritative does not 
mean that it was originally intended to be a code, since, as far as we can tell, it 

, never was looked upon as the last word in legal decision making. Nor, as we have 
j seen, does it serve particularly well as a textbook. 

On the other hand, all of this may be a matter of degree. The Mishnah 
contains a registry of disputes but not all that much disputational material, espe-

I 
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cially compared with the talmuds or the midreshei halakhah. On the other hand, 
Gaius, Justinian, and the Madayan i Hazar Dadestan do contain varying but not 
insignificant amounts of divergent opinions-the reason being, perhaps, as Ma
cuch notes in her introduction to the first volume of the Madayan," that 

The author of the lawbookwas not interested to explain simple relationships, nor 
to provide some sort of definition for the legal terms he employs. Apparently, he 
conceived of the work as a sort of aid to decision making for jurists, for he assumes 
an exact knowledge of all of these legal institutions." 

There is, however, another significant difference between these works and the 
Mishnah. All the other works have introductions. Justinian, as we have seen, ap
propriated Gaius, and [esuboht, in the thirteen chapters of Book One, provides 
his law collection with an introduction reminiscent of Gaius that provides a frame
work for understanding the means and purposes of law, both in a legal and reli
gious context, and the place of law within an eschatological context, and that 
contrasts human law with nomos, the ideal law. Possibly [esuboht provided this 
introduction in order to provide his flock with an understanding of the place of 
"rendering up to Caesar what is Caesar's," on the one hand; he may also have 
been influenced by Justinian's appropriation of Gaius. Farroxmard also provides 
something of an eschatological and doxological introduction to Madayan, but one 
that does not take up any legal issues whatsoever. Generally, he does not discuss 
basic rules or simple cases (although such rules or cases can be extracted from 
the precedents he does provide). Nevertheless, as Macuch makes clear in her 
introduction, the Madayan was certainly a collection of legal decsions that was 
compiled for the guidance of jurists who were obligated to enforce the laws. 

Historians of Roman law have emphasized the unique and unusual nature of 
Caius's lnstitutiones. Roman jurists were not legal theorists in the larger sense nor 
particularly interested in generalizations. As has been noted, Gaius was a not par
ticularly successful law professor in his own time. It is therefore noteworthy that 
Justinian's committee chose precisely his textbook as a prologue to its own code. 
It may be that the lack of alternatives forced this choice on them; there were not 
many other such overviews of the law. Ironically, the uniqueness of Caius's work 
makes the absence of such a prologue in the Mishnah, along with the paucity of 
definitions of legal terms in it, more in line with general Roman practice and less 
problematic in its own terms. In any case, it is clear that the inclusion of divergent 
views and the lack of clear definitions are irrelevant to the question of whether a 
particular work was intended as a code. Gaius composed a textbook, not necessarily 
meant for legal decision making in the proximate sense, which was later appro
priated into a code. Farroxmard compiled a collection (not unlike the Mishnah's), 
which was intended to be authoritative. Justinian's Code, also intended as au
thoritative, contained elements of both the authoritative code and the textbook. 
Given the absence of a real parallel to Gaius' Institutiones in Rabbinic literature, 
or, for that matter, in Roman or Sasanian law, we may conclude that there is no 
reason not to believe that Rabbi wished to provide a collection that could be used 
for both study and decision making. 
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r ' The Mishnah as Philosophy 

The fifth and final view of the Mishnah that has been proposed by modern scholars 
is as a philosophical treatise. The foremost proponent of this view has been Jacob 
Neusner, who has also pursued what is certainly the most extensive contemporary 
attempt to view the Mishnah in its own right and to define its characteristic traits 
in their own context. That is, he avoids viewing the Mishnah through the lens of 
other ancient Rabbinic (and non-Rabbinic) documents. By comparing the Mish
nah's and the Tosefta's respective treatments of Seder Tohorot (Purities), Neusner 
has carried out an exhaustive study of the forms and formulary patterns of that 
Seder and its redaction. He summarizes his findings as follows: 

Tosefta to Mishnah Seder Tohorot both correlates with, and presents a striking 
contrast to, Mishnah.... Tosefta's cognitive units (= Mishnah-sections) are for
mulated out of phase with [the] formal patterns characteristic of Mishnah. In 
particular they ignore Mishnah's stress on highly patterned syntactical formula
tions, carefullygrouped units of threes and fives, and disciplineddeclarative sen
tences, one following the next in large-scale blocks of formal and conceptual 
intermediate divisions (= roughly, chapters). Indeed, it is in Tosefta that the 
redactional formulations become fully apparent. Here, in the document generated 
by Mishnah, we see little of Mishnah's interest in imposingstructure upon inter
mediate units and formal patterns upon small ones. , .. When we eliminate To
sefta'scognitive units and intermediate divisions which cite or gloss Mishnah, we 
are left with intermediate divisions and cognitive units which in the main form 
a mass of mutually indistinguishable, generally unbalanced and unpatterned de
clarative sentences." 

From this uniformity of language and style Neusner concludes that the Mishnah 
was redacted by a small group of people over a short period of time; a longer 
duration or a more heterogeneous group or groups of redactors could not sustain 
such uniformity." "Despite its socially diverse foundations and categories of inter
est, the Mishnah expresses itself in one mode of thought and expression and 
through one manner of speaking.'?' 

l Moreover, there is very little "history" to the Mishnah's own composition. 
History itself plays almost no role in the Mishnah. From the fact that its rules are 

t· formulated in the present tense, Neusner concludes that "after all, what the Mish
., nah really wants is f~r nothing to happen. , .. It portrays a world fully perfected 

I and so fully at rest. ... There is room only for a description of how things are: the 
present tense, the sequence of completed statements and static problerns.?" And 
again: "The whole corpus of prophecy and history is neglected by the Mishnah. 
... When the philosophers [of the Mishnah] confronted the sizable heritage of 
Israel and made the choice to ignore most of what had been done since the 
formation of the Mosaic codes ... , they made a stunning comment. ... Their 

,. judgment was that nothing of worth had happened from the time of Moses to 
their own day."i6 

Partly because of this lack of concern with history, Neusner speaks of the 
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Mishnah's authors as "philosophers" and defines the Mishnah as "philosophy." As 
E. P. Sanders puts it in a trenchant review of Neusner's work on the Mishnah, 

Neusner proposes that the authors were philosophers and intended to construct a 
metaphysical and anti-historical world view.... He makes the fundamental as
sumption that the contents of the Mishnah tell us all that the authors want to 
say "about their view of the world as they see it or as they want to see it" (p. 15). 
... Since he assumes that the Mishnah is metaphysical philosophy,Neusner mar
velsat the things which are not there and which would be there if it wereordinary 
metaphysics.... But the things that are not there ... are not there because they 
are not subject to legal discussion." 

In other words, the Mishnah's genre cannot of course be determined by a form
critical study of its language. As Sanders points out, use of the present tense is 
generally characteristic of legal and semi-legal writing, as is neglect of historical 
data. Likewise, this accounts for its relative neglect of theology.7s 

Along the same line, Sanders argues, "laws characteristically do not give historical 
preambles and eschatological conclusions. Prophecy is entirely missing." As an 
example of what the British Highway Code does not contain, he suggests the 
following: "Once upon a time Britain had no Motorways, until the great minister 
... arose, who built the Mi, at which time there was only one. And now we look 
forward to the time when all Britain will be paved and, besides Motorways, there 
will only be slip roads."79 

Nevertheless, the inclusion in the Mishnah of large bodies of material-Qo
dashim and Toharot-that were all but completely inapplicable in Rabbi's time 
points to its utopian character. G. Sternberger, in his revised edition of Strack's 
Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash, concludes his discussion of this issue 
with the following suggestion: 

Given today's knowledge, it is no longer possible unequivocally to determine 
whether M[ishnah] was originally conceived as a collection, a teaching manual 
or a law code. Indeed, this alternative probably arises only for modern readers; 
what is more, it fails to account sufficiently for the utopianism of Mjishnah], its 
idealized order of the perfect harmony of heaven and earth, and the underlying 
philosophy. For in principle the ancient tradition is of course regarded as law 
which must be transmitted in teaching-and thus the three concepts almost co
incide.w 

Both Sanders and Sternberger are essentially correct, but even their charac
terizations of the Mishnah are not entirely accurate. Pace Sternberger, the Mish
nah is hardly unique in containing elements of a code, a collection, and a teaching 
manuaL Further, some law codes do contain historical summaries, as we have 
seen with Caius, Justinian, and Madayan. As to the last of these, we may illustrate 
its historiographical dimension with an example from its very beginning: 

It is said: Until the reign of Wahram people were considered slaves whose fathers 
were slaves, (and) not those whose mother was;61 in contrast, Soshans said: "The 
child belongs to the father," and now we say: "The rnother.T" 
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Any number of parallels from the Mishnah come to mind,sl as do examples from 
Caius" and [ustinian." It should also be noted that any reference to an earlier 
authority-a practice common to all these collections-is in a sense historical. 
Sanders's assumption that a philosophical work will not contain historical refer
ences is itself something of a non sequitur. Such historical references are not 
necessarily inappropriate in a law collection, a ritual text, or even a philosophical 
work. The same is true of eschatological conclusions. In Farroxmard's somewhat 
rambling and repetitive introduction to Madayan, preserved in one manuscript 
which at this point has suffered losses in transmission, we find the following as
sertions. Because of the lacunae in the manuscript, and the loose syntax, it is 
difficult to follow the arguments exactly, but the general drift is clear. 

In the name of Ohrmazd, the lord of spiritual and earthly being [ ... the 
Cood Religion] of Mazdanaysians. This book is [called] the Bookof a Thousand 
Decisions, in that it [shows] the greatness, goodness, and worth of people, aside 
from the qualities which they by their [own]effort [aswell as] the gift of the gods, 
achieve in their own essence. The book is that instrument [of] efficaciouspower 
that the creator, in [his] omniscience, in order to ordain the destruction of the 
Lie, and the restoration to one's own [domain], to ordain the organization of 
creation, the non-opposition [to the good], the undying bliss, the ever-enduring 
light, and to ordain [his] total sovereignty in the [eschatological] end of time, that 
has endured to such an extent as an essential [ability]. For the sake of the exis
tence of that nature of mankind is that achievement praiseworthy, on account of 
which Cod created man. In the era of the [eschatological] end of time was the 
"preservation of the existence" of wisdom, insight, power of discernment, and 
understanding (perceived, taken advantageof?).... 

As one may come to perceive,from the religion of the gods,through search
ing and asking,to make one's own person free of sin [is] the way to the realization 
of one's own proper function, of [Good] Thinking, Speech and businessdealings, 
keeping oneself [ritually] pure through integrity, I, Farrohmard i Wahrarnan, ... 
this highest well-being....B6 

Whether this introductory statement (which, it should be noted, appears as a sep
I arate section after chapter 32 of 50) was intended by the compiler as part of his 
f work, or whether its placement is due to the vagaries of transmission, is not clear. 
~ co 

I 
As it stands, however, it may argue against Sanders's point that legal works do not 

.~ . 

f 
normally contain eschatological or philosophical discussions . 

The essential question is the definition of "philosophical" in this context. 
Neusner himself concedes that "the Mishnah's is a philosophy in an odd and 

t peculiar idiom to be sure." He goes on to assert, however, that, properly studied, 

I
I "it will emerge as a work of systematic thought on a sustaining program of issues 
I that, in the Mishnah's authorship'S time and place, other philosophers addressed 

... j 

and people in general [addressed) as philosophical." When Neusner details his 
somewhat idiosyncratic use of the term "philosophical," however, it becomes , 

~ 

i';

.	 much less vulnerable (at least in part) to the criticism that Sanders mounts against 
it. He writes that the philosophical issues addressed in the Mishnah include 

the rules of classification and generalization, the issues of mixtures, the resolution 
of doubts, the relationship of the actual to the potential (chicken, egg), the role 

,~ 
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of attitude or intention in the assessment of an action and its consequences ... 
and the like-these abstract issues of general intelligibility turn out to form the 
intellectual program of considerable portions of the Mishnah as well." 

Neusner insists that these concerns take the Mishnah beyond the usual range 
of the term "philosophy of law" because they involve two additional criteria: 

First, they are principles that can apply to a considerable range of specific topics. 
Second, they are subject to generalization ("generalizable") even beyond the lim
its of the law, for instance, in matters of metaphysics or physics (as with mixtures 
and connection), in matters of ethics (as with intentionality), in matters of the 
fundaments of philosophical inquiry (as with the interplay of potential and actual, 
which meant so much to Aristotle)." 

rhus defined and circumscribed, Neusner may have a point, though if intention
Ility is a criterion, we may say that Farroxmard's work also meets that requirement, 
IS would most law books. Implicit in nearly all manuals of ritual-are principles 
hat parallel the Mishnah's concern with mixtures and connection (e.g., sympa
hetic magic) without being the least bit "philosophical." To this last point, Neus
rer would probably respond that what differentiates the Mishnah from nonphi
osophical works is also its methodology, as in the matter of resolving issues of 
loubt.s? On this point, too, however, jurisprudential systems have their own "rules 
)f statutory construction." 

The real problem with Neusner's philosophical approach to the Mishnah is 
hat, in the end, categorizing the Mishnah as a philosophical work does not assist 
IS in understanding its immediate, social purpose, or its redactional history and 
ntent. It has always been read as a legal work of some type. No one, until Neusner, 
-ver thought of reading it as a philosophical work-not even Maimonides! But 
:an the form-eritical differences that Neusner noted between the Mishnah and 
he Tosefta aid us in defining the Mishnah nonetheless? Sanders's critique of 
'-Jeusller 011 precisely that point appears sound. The matters of style that Neusner 
idduced as characteristic of the Mishnah as a philosophical work are typical of 
I'osefta as well. There may, however, be other differences which would help us 
n defining the nature of the Mishnah more precisely. 

Among these differences is the Tosefta's inclusion of prooftexts to a far greater 
legree than in the Mishnah, an observation that even a cursory examination of 
loth collections will confirm. This also accords with the much greater quantity 
If nonlegal material incorporated into the Tosefta than within the Mishnah. To
efta's redactor(s) clearly had a broader purpose in mind than did those of the 
vlishnah. This point is also reflected in the comparative sizes of the two works: 
"osefta is about three times the size of the Mishnah. Its focus is also somewhat 
lifferent - for example, it contains a number of very detailed expositions of the 
.arameters of various ritual obligations, reminiscent of Maimonidean style, but 
ven more of Serer Hahinnukh. In this respect, then, Tosefta resembles a code 
110re than does the Mishnah! 

Perhaps most telling, however, is the fact that Tosefta does not systematically 
nake good on the Mishnah's omissions. There is no tractate in the Tosefta on 
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phylacteries, on ritual fringes, on the laws of Hanukkah or Shavuot, nor does 
Tosefta contain a detailed exposition of the Jewish calendar. To some extent, it 
may be that omissions of this type mirror the difficulties of describing in words 
rituals that are more easily transmitted mimetically. Nevertheless, one must inquire 
as to why the Mishnah (and the Tosefta) concentrate on some matters and not on 
others. To the extent that a clear rule cannot be formulated, we must accept the 
possibility, at least as a working hypothesis, that, as Albeck insisted, the Mishnah 
was not complete. In tum, since it now exists as a commentary on the Mishnah, 
Tosefta too must be incomplete. 

Both characteristics of the Mishnah - its excurses, on the one hand, and its 
omissions on the other-detract from its usefulness as a code. But an incomplete 
legal anthology also loses something of the usefulness of a complete register of 
sources, perhaps even more so since we expect greater "coverage" in an anthology 
than in a code, which should omit divergent sources. Even Albeck, who rejects 
the view of the Mishnah as a code and instead considers it as an anthology of 
sources, nevertheless feels compelled to explain its deficiencies as an anthology as 
being a consequence of its premature circulation. Still, we expect more of a code 
than from a collection of sources. A religious code that for some reason fails to 
cover matters of daily ritual can hardly be said to have fulfilled its purpose. 

In the end, therefore, the Mishnah's manifest incompleteness remains a puz
zle, whether we consider its redactors' intention as having been to produce a code 
or an anthology: Nevertheless, our examination of parallel collections in other 

i,· literatures of late antiquity has demonstrated that the division between a code or 
:~ 

1 
., an anthology was not as great as nineteenth- and twentieth-century scholars imag

ined. Nor was the division between a formal legal work-code or anthology-and 
a study text. The difficulty in categorizing the Mishnah as one or the other is a 
powerful example of how little these generic categories help us in defining the 

t 
singularity of a work like the Mishnah.1 

I 
l' 

.r 
Notes 

I 

I. 19geret Rav Sherira Gaon, ed. B. M. Lewin (Haifa:n.p., 1921, repr. Jerusalem,Makor, 
r· 1972), p. 29.The translation follows both the "Spanish" and the "French" versions, without 

one addition in the French version. See Margarete Schlueter, AufWelche Weise wurde die 
,.t Mischna geschrieben? (Tuebingen: J. C. Mohr, 1993), p. 97, nn. 2 and 3· Most MSS have 

leqateih, but 02198 has neqateih, "he took it," which may have influenced Schlueter's 
preference for nahm R(abbi) sie auf as opposed to sammelte in translating the former. On 

i 

the question of the two versions, see Schlueter, pp. 24-30, and the literature there cited, 
and on the various words R. Sherira employs to describe the process, my discussion in the 

I. 
following paragraphs. 

In this essay, "Rabbi" and "Rabbi Judah the Prince" are terms used to signify the 
redactor or redactors of the Mishnah, without necessarily identifying the historical Rabbi 
Judah as the sole or even necessarily the primary redactor. Even R. Sherira, who like his 
contemporaries and successors, saw redaction in personal terms of nearer to modern ideas 
of authorship than of selection and editing, describes his effort as the culmination of a 
three-generations-Iong process, beginning with R. Akiva, continuing with R. Meir, and 
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ending (more or less) with Rabbi. I use brackets within ancient quoted material to indicate 
restorations and parentheses to indicate explanations, other editorial interpolations, and 
)riginal language. 

1. See Lewin, Iggeret Rav Shenra, pp. 23, 29; the second phrase occurs on p. 29. 
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11. See Stem's introduction to this volume, p. 5. I,. Jacob Neusner's rejection of source-critical methodologies should not be taken as 
ejection of the existence of "sources" in Rabbinic documents; his avoidance of such 
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:, for example, his discussion of the redaction of Mishnah and Tosefta in The Tosefta: 
Structure and Its Sources, Brown Judaic Studies lI2 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986), pp. 1
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14. Isadore Twersky, Introduction to the Code of Maimonides (New Haven, Conn.: 
Yale University Press, 1980), P.238. 
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ELIEZER SEGAL 

Anthological Dimensions of 
the Babylonian Talmud 

T he Babylonian Talmud defies attempts to categorize it according to the stan
dard literary genres of Western literature. Even when we take care to define 

it on its own terms, the undertaking is likely to be frustrated by the realization 
that the classification is susceptible to many different possibilities, depending on 
the vantage from which it is approached. To complicate the efforts even further, 
talmudic scholarship itself is often in disagreement over fundamental issues related 
to the Talmud's purpose and composition. 

Let me begin by surveying the principal models that have been proposed as 
frameworks for understanding the Talmud's distinctive literary character, taking 
note of the divergent scholarly approaches that have been applied to them. 

The Talmud as Commentary 

The fact that the Talmud is not an independent work but is arranged as a com
mentary on an earlier work, the Mishnah, sets obvious limits to its contents. It has 

k no real structure of its own but follows the order of the Mishnah, adding comments 
by later authorities or comparative material from earlier sources, provided that 

i . these sources relate directly or indirectly to matters mentioned in the Mishnah. J:1 
Nevertheless, it is immediately apparent that the Rabbinic conception of a com
mentary is a much more flexible one than we are used to in the Western tradition. 

r The straightforward elucidation of the meaning and intention of the commented 
~ texts is only one of the purposes of the Talmud's commentary on the Mishnah, 

.:~	 and not necessarily the most prominent among them. The talmudic sugya tackles 
an infinite spectrum of topics that bear only peripheral or indirect connections to 
the Mishnah, including comparisons with (apparently) conflicting sources and 
new applications of legal principles. 
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